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To finish the term we have had several celebratory experiences. Yesterday our 2023
Preps came for their second visit including a play picnic in the adventure playground.
Yesterday and today, Year 3/4 and 5/6 students presented a learning expo for parents
in the hall. Students in each year level are performing end of term concerts, displaying
their musical talents and their appreciation as an audience. In addition, the 2023 Prep
parents attended an onsite session on Thursday to meet each other and to hear tips to
help prepare their children for school. Another highlight from last week was the
astronomy evening organised by Jodie. You can read more about this further on in our
newsletter. Tomorrow we’re all looking forward to ending the term with our Footy
Colours and Hot Dog Day.
It’s been a wonderful term and we thank our children, staff and parents for their
collective efforts in providing the best possible learning at Holy Rosary. We wish
families a relaxing and happy holiday break. School resumes on Monday 3 October at
8:45am.
Class Placement 2023
Next term we will begin preparing class lists for 2023. This is a comprehensive process
that involves staff working collaboratively to consider the best blend of students within a
class to ensure academic, social and wellbeing needs have been considered. Students
are involved in the process by nominating other students with whom they work most
positively. We make every effort to include one of the students they nominate.
However, in helping our students to develop their resilience, it’s important that while we
set them up for success, we also allow them to stretch themselves by experiencing a
range of staff and students throughout their time at Holy Rosary. We use our
professional judgement and knowledge of our students to determine these lists and the
process is rigorous.
Parents are asked to share only critical information for this process. It should be
presented by completing the GoogleForm here. Requests for multiple friends or
exclusion from multiple students cannot be accommodated. It is reasonable to request
that students are not placed with siblings, cousins, close neighbours and family friends.
The final decision for class placement rests with the Leadership Team and information
provided by parents may guide a decision but may also be disregarded as we work for
the best possible solution for all students. Sometimes parental requests negate
requests from other parents, staff or the students themselves. Information from
previous years is not considered as children grow, change and mature each year.
Friendships and working relationships change too. Therefore, if you believe you have
critical information, even if you have submitted this in the past, please submit it again.
Once 2023 classes have been finalised they cannot be changed for the reasons
outlined above. Families are not given an option to choose a class teacher. Our Holy
Rosary staff have experience working with students who have a range of academic,
social and wellbeing needs and are supported by highly credentialed leaders in Ant,
Sarah and Maria. Information for class placement must be received by Wednesday 12
October, 2022. Late information will not be considered as this will delay our process.
Please complete the GoogleForm, rather than emailing if you have additional
information on your child’s placement.
Holy Rosary School is committed to the safety, wellbeing and protection of all children in our care.

Enrolments
We will have vacancies across all year levels in our school. We ask you to help us spread the news to
families in Kensington as there are still some families who have not decided on a school for 2023. Did you
know that we offer a discounted fee structure for those families who have a Health Care Card? This
enables families to educate their children at Holy Rosary for a most affordable family fee. Prospective
families are welcome to join us for a tour to see our classes in action.
https://www.hrkensington.catholic.edu.au/enrolment-information/160-2/
Leaving HR at the end of 2022?
Please let the office know if your child is leaving HR at the end of the year. This information significantly
impacts our staffing and class configurations in 2023.
Email: frontoffice@hrkensington.catholic.edu.au Phone: 03 93769455
Help Needed
The family disco is a highlight on our school calendar for our children. Unfortunately, we are short of the
number of volunteers required for the evening to go ahead. Your help would be greatly appreciated by our
children. Please email Erin Church at mailto:holyrosaryfundraising@gmail.com if you can assist.
Mobile Phones
Holy Rosary’s mobile phone policy took effect at the commencement of the 2020 school year. It complies
with the direction of the Victorian Minister for Education under Section 5.2.1(2)(b) of the Education and
Training Reform Act 2006. The policy requires any student who brings a mobile phone to school to turn it
off and hand it into the office each morning. Please remind your child about these expectations if they
bring a phone to school.
Hats
With spring comes an increasing UV index. Children should wear hats while outside during lunch breaks
to protect their skin. Please help your child find their hat over the break and be ready to wear it in Term 4.
Hats can also be purchased through Noone Uniforms. Sunscreen is provided at school and can be
reapplied by children prior to play breaks.
COVID Update
The guidelines have changed slightly and new information is as follows:
The required period of isolation following a confirmed case of COVID-19 has now been reduced from
seven to five days.
With the end of winter, face mask guidance has also changed. Face masks are now recommended in
indoor settings, or outside where physical distancing is not possible.
As an additional risk mitigation, it is strongly recommended by the Department of Health that anyone
leaving isolation on day 6 or 7 wears a face mask indoors away from home, and outdoors where they
cannot physically distance. For those leaving isolation on day 6, wear a mask for five days, but
particularly the first two days. For those leaving isolation on day 7, wear a mask for four days, but
particularly the first two days.
Holy Rosary Day
Our school celebration for Holy Rosary Day is Friday 7 October. Mass will be at 9:15am. Please come
along to our first whole school Mass post Covid.
Farewell
We say farewell and best wishes to the de Zoete family. We have loved having Lucas and Olivia at HR
and we wish them every happiness in their move to their new home and school. We will miss you!
End of Term Finish 2023
MACS Schools will finish each term at 2:30pm commencing in 2023.
Friday Mass Timetable
Date

Class

7 October

Holy Rosary Day

14 October

School Closure Day

Year 1 Learning
English
In writing over the past month we have been:
● Writing character descriptions drawn from words and illustrations in stories
● Applying new vocabulary that we have read in ‘The Twits’ and using it in our own writing
● Creating characters and texts by drawing on details of characters and vocabulary encountered in
‘The Twits’
● Drafting, editing, revising and publishing our own writing
Here are some examples of our amazing writing and illustrations.

Our key foci for Reading over the past month has
been:
●

●

●

Enhancing our fluency and expression by
playing with our pace, tone of voice, speed
and using punctuation when reading.
Using our knowledge of syllables to spell
and sound out words with common letter
patterns.
Forming our own opinions about a story
and justifying why we enjoyed reading it or
why we disliked it.

Father’s Day Fun
Last week we spent the week writing and creating special items for
our Dads for Father’s Day. We hope that they enjoyed receiving
their gifts.

Mathematics
During Mathematics we have been focussing on measurement.
As a class we have investigated:
- How to measure using informal units such as hands, feet, cubes etc
- How to compare lengths using the same units of measurement
- Comparing the mass of objects using language such as heavier than and lighter than
- Exploring the volume of different prisms
The Math structure that we have been following has allowed us to challenge ourselves and work
collaboratively to share our thinking. It has three components.
Launch
The teacher reads us the task for the day but does not give instructions on how to complete the task.
Explore
We spend 5-10 minutes working independently to solve the task, using our prior knowledge of problem
solving skills. This is the hardest part. Sometimes we struggle, and sometimes we excel. Everyone is
learning that making mistakes during this part of our learning is ok.
Summarise
We connect and build on our understanding and learn from one another through sharing our answers.
Sometimes we share our answers and ideas in pairs and at other times we share in small groups or with
the whole class.

Inquiry
The focus for Inquiry this term has been
‘Through Generations.’ In this topic we have
investigated how life has changed over time.
We have explored objects from the past and
each student has had a chance to share their
families historic objects with their classmates.
We are now learning about toys from the past
and how toys have changed over the years.
Everyone is looking forward to our excursion
to the Melbourne Museum next Tuesday
where we will be attending the ‘My
Grandmother’s Toy Box’ learning program.

Prep Learning
Our key focus for writing and reading over the past few weeks has been looking at non fiction texts and
identifying the differences between imaginative and informative texts. The children have engaged in this
learning by spending time reading non fiction stories, gathering information and facts and looking at
different types of animals. The children then developed their skills as writers by creating non-fiction
books. They have thoroughly enjoyed sharing their stories with their peers!

Last week we had a visit from ‘Backflips for Bullying’. The children loved the energetic show and took lots
away from it. It focused on the bystander and strategies to use for the victim. When we returned to the
classroom, we recapped what we had learnt and then in groups of three, role-played the different
scenarios. It was great to see the children performing in front of the class and showcasing what they had
learnt.

Mathematics
During Mathematics we have been focussing on transformation and location.
As a class we read the story ‘We are going on a bear hunt’ and looked at the positional language in the
story. The children have been creating their own maps and working and learning from their peers, giving
each other directions to find hidden treasure in the adventure playground!

Inquiry
The focus for our learning for Inquiry this term is how things change. We have been investigating the
vegetables we planted in our Bunnings workshop and watching how they have grown. The children have
been exploring how they have changed and what to do to take care of the vegetable garden.

Science at Holy Rosary This Term.
In Science this term our Prep students have been
investigating floating and sinking using the Pamela Allen texts
Mr Archimedes Bath and Who Sank the Boat. The students
investigated the concepts of water displacement, floating and
sinking and worked on developing their prediction and
recording shills.

The rest of our students from Year One to Six have been
investigating our place in the solar system in a Space Science unit.
The Year Ones and Two’s investigated why we have day and night
and modelled the Earth spinning and orbiting around the sun. They
also investigated Earth’s moon and how and why its appearance
changes throughout the month.

The students were so fascinated by the phases of the
moon that they have all taken home their own moon
diaries to track the moon’s appearance over the next
four weeks. I look forward to seeing their
observations when they bring them back to school
next term!

The Year Twos also took part in Space Mission 2040, a national competition for Year Two students run by
Aviation/Aerospace Australia. 330 schools across the country have taken part in the competition this
term. Our students worked on their projects in Science classes as well as with their class teachers in the
classroom.
It is the year 2040 and a message beamed on
your wall from your best friend who’s on
holiday in Venus. “Our spaceship has broken
down and we can get home! HELP!”
Your mission: To design and build a vehicle
that can travel to Venus and back to rescue
your bestie and her family.

Our students researched where Venus is located in our solar system
and the conditions on Venus. They identified materials that would
withstand the extreme heat and acidic conditions on Venus. They then
went on to investigate the concepts of drag, lift and thrust and used
their knowledge to design their spaceships. They had a great time
designing, building and modifying their spaceships and we wish them
the best of luck in the competition!

The 3/4 students spent the first couple of weeks this term completing their awesome whole class science
projects for the State Science Talent Search competition. A small representative group from each class
then presented this to the judges on the Judging Day at MLC last month. We look forward to receiving
their results next term.

The Year 3/4 students then went on to investigate the Earth’s place
in the solar system. They built on their knowledge of Space
Science from Year 1/2 to investigate the Earth’s tilt and how this
affects the Earth’s temperature and brings about our change in
seasons.

Our Year 5/6 students have looked beyond Earth to gain a greater understanding of our place in our solar
system. They mapped out the relative distances between the planets out in our playground to gain an
understanding of how big our universe really is.
They also investigated the relative size of the planets and how that affects
the gravity on each planet. Some students calculated that they could jump
over 4 metres high on Triton, Neptune’s largest moon, where the
gravitational pull is 12 times weaker than the gravitational pull on Earth.

Astronomy Night
To tie into the Space Science units being investigated in our Science
lessons and to celebrate this year’s Science Week Theme, Glass: More
than meets the eye, Holy Rosary hosted a Family Astronomy Night last
Tuesday night. We thank all of the families for their flexibility after having to
postpone the night twice due to the unpredictable Melbourne Weather.
Thankfully it was third time lucky and on Tuesday night the clouds opened
up and it was worth the wait!
It was a hugely successful night with more
than 100 people in attendance to hear Cris
Ellis, an astrophysicist who recently returned
from NASA, talk to us about the solar system
and about his involvement in NASA’s James
Webb telescope. The highlight for many was
seeing the crystal clear image of the rings of
Saturn through a telescope Cris built, for
others it was seeing the craters on the moon.
Those that patiently waited to the end were also
rewarded with images of a red star, Jupiter, and
star clusters not able to be seen with the naked
eye.
A huge thank you to the Nicolle family for
helping set up the chairs and tables beforehand
and to all of the parents who helped pack
everything up at the end of the night. It was so lovely to see the Holy Rosary
community spirit with people chipping in to help out.

Jodie, Science teacher

Message from Andrea
Division Athletics
Congratulations to the students who participated in the Division athletics on Tuesday 6th September at
Keilor Athletics track. From all accounts, they represented Holy Rosary with pride and displayed great
sportsmanship. We also recognise the outstanding efforts of Frankie, Achol and Sophia, who have
progressed through to the Western Regional finals. We wish them every success on October 18th.

Absent from photo; Grace and April
Art

These school holidays NGV is offering exclusive, before-hours access to the NGV Kids exhibition for
children and families from schools participating in the Your NGV Arts Access program.
Come and enjoy Making Art: Imagine Everything is Real then stay to explore the rest of the Gallery.
Booking from here

Andrea, Physical Education and Art teacher

SAC Report
On 31 August 2022, the SAC discussed positive happenings around the school including 5/6 Camp,
Confirmation, Eucharist, Book Week and Pot Luck at the canteen.
There has been progress on the communication platform with products ready to go. There will be
staggered implementation with the launch of the website, the app and the parental portal. Watch this
space for dates and demonstrations!
The working bee was discussed, and a full list of jobs that will be available early Term 4 with the working
bee proposed for 12 November 2022.
The Class Hosts have already been helping out around the school, however, the focus now is on getting
help for the school disco! Without parent help, the disco may not go ahead.
Leona Jackson
Holy Rosary Social and Fundraising Group
We need you - are you keen to help?
Can you spare an hour? A few? A day or two? For our events to run, we need parent helpers. We are in
need of volunteers to lead and/or help for our Term 4 projects. Most urgently, we need teams of
volunteers to organise the SCHOOL DISCO for Term 4. Without volunteers, this event can not run.
The disco will be held on the evening of Friday 21st October.
We need:
• disco lead (who will get a handover from a previous lead)
• people to pick up any stock required for the evening
• people to supervise/serve at the event
• …and other jobs
Many hands make light work! Please email Erin Church at mailto:holyrosaryfundraising@gmail.com if you
are keen to get involved for a great cause, and meet other Holy Rosary families!
Hot Dog Day (Footy Colours Day)
Hot Dog day is this Thursday 15 September! Orders are in, and our team are ready to serve you some
delicious footy franks. Remember to wear your footy colours too, to join in the fun!
Thank you to those parents who have volunteered to help on the day! We couldn’t do it without you!
Did you know?
You can help raise funds for Holy Rosary while enjoying the benefits of amazing discounts all over
Melbourne? Grab your Entertainment Book subscription today and enjoy the savings! Get yours this
week!

https://subscribe.entertainment.com.au/fundraiser/1892v19

Social and Fundraising Group Term 4 meeting
No need for a babysitter! Join us for a Zoom meeting Monday 3 October, 7:30pm for a chat! RSVP to
Erin Church at mailto:holyrosaryfundraising@gmail.com and the link will be sent to you.

TeamKids have another amazing SPRING Holiday program planned!
•
•
•
•
•

Learn new skills and make new friends
Qualified and REMARKABLE Educators
Digital detox with our no screens policy
Delicious and nutritious morning and afternoon snacks
CCS-approved care

Head to teamkids.com.au to secure your spot!

e. admin@chessforschools.com.au
w. www.chessforschools.com.au

